TO BUILD A NICE LOG HOME ...

... YOU WILL NEED MORE THAN JUST LOGS!

Your local authorized H Window dealer:
Revolutionary Operation

The H Window...so sensible, so surprisingly simple, it revolves a full 180° for easy cleaning and maintenance without intruding into the room. A remarkable hinge system is the H Window secret. Crafted in Norway by Spilka Industries, the H hinge has been the Scandinavian market leader for decades. The superior performance and design of the Spilka hinge has been proven millions of times by the 60 companies in 10 countries using the H Window Hinge Systems around the world.  

Innovative Engineering

H Windows combine the beauty and warmth of wood with the unparalleled strength, weather resistance and durability of a custom-finished extruded aluminum exterior.

Custom Manufactured

Each H Window is custom built for architects, builders, and those who won’t compromise function and style. H Window also offers the largest operating windows available in the U.S.

Monumental Performance

Whether it is rain or wind, the H Window outperforms the competition in total performance tests. No operable window seals tighter. The harder the wind blows the tighter the H Window becomes.

What makes the H Window the finest window system in the world?

- Proven reliable quality
- The highest performance ratings
- The largest operating windows
- A fully reversible window system
- European engineered hardware
- More colors, fine woods and glass choices than any other manufacturer
- All windows custom made to owner specifications
- FSC environmentally friendly certified woods available

SIMPLY REVOLUTIONARY™

401 17th Ave. W.  
Ashland, WI 54806
(715) 685-2793  
(715) 685-9441 - Fax
(800) 843-4929 - Toll-Free  
e-mail: hway@hwindow.com  
www.hwindow.com

H Window reserves the right to make design and specification changes to its product line at any time without notice. Ref. #03045000.